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This is a CLOSED BOOK exam.
Time allowed: 3 hours
Max marks: 100 marks
Additional requirements: Calculator

Section A 
[ 30 marks ]

Question 1
Referring to the information provided on the International Travel claim form and the other attached documenta-
tion, answer the following questions, giving a brief explanation for each answer: 
1.1 Analyse the membership documents and advise on the status of Mrs Makado’s membership, giving a 

reason for your answer.  
[ 2 marks ]

1.2	 Verify	Mrs	Makado’s	personal	details	to	ascertain	that	she	is	the	correct	beneficiary	on	the	claim	form,	
giving a reason for your answer.  
[ 2 marks ]

1.3 Does Mrs Makado have any dependants on her medical aid that she pays for?  
[ 2 marks ]

1.4 If Mrs Makado had a spouse and a dependant child under the age of 21 on her membership, what would 
the contribution for the spouse and the child be?  
[ 2 marks ]

1.5 Did Mrs Makado settle her medical bill herself when she was discharged from the hospital?  How would 
you verify that this medical bill was paid?  
[ 2 marks ]

Question 2 
2.1	 Analyse	the	benefit	schedule	and	verify	whether	the	membership	option	Mrs	Pricilla	Makado	chose	cov-

ers the medical claim, as detailed in the claim form which she submitted?  
[ 2 marks ]

2.2 Explain the term ‘pre-existing condition’; give two examples of a medical pre-existing condition. 
[ 3 marks ]

2.3 Is a medical scheme allowed to refuse membership based on pre-existing conditions and what are the 
rights of the medical scheme when dealing with a claim for a pre-existing condition? 
[ 3 marks ]

2.4 What is the maximum length of time a medical scheme can impose a waiting period due to pre-existing 
conditions? 
[ 2 marks ]

[10]

[10]
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Question 3
3.1 What is meant by a co-payment and how it is applied? 

[ 2 marks ] 

3.2	 Refer	to	the	Bumble	Medical	Scheme	Comprehensive	Plan	Benefit	Schedule	and	advise	what	Mrs	Maka-
do’s co-payment amount will be for Oncology, after she has reached her threshold of R400 000. 
[ 2 marks ]

3.3 Analyse the Claim Statement for Mrs Makado.  Advise whether there are any co-payments that she has 
to pay out of her own pocket.  
[ 2 marks ]

3.4 What is meant by a medical scheme exclusion and give 2 examples of exclusions.  
[ 3 marks ]

3.5     Within what period of time must the scheme pay the claim?  
[ 1 marks ]

Section B  
[ 55 marks ]

Question 1 
Refer to the claim statement and answer the following questions:  
1.1 What member information has to appear on the claim statement to enable the medical scheme to pro-

cess the claim?  
[ 5 marks ]

1.2	 What	Service	Providers	information	has	to	appear	on	the	claim	statement	to	enable	the	medical	scheme	
to process the claim? 
[ 2 marks ]

1.3 What information is required regarding the procedures and/or services rendered, that has to appear on 
the claim statement to enable the medical scheme to process the claim?  
[ 3 marks ]

1.4	 What	would	the	consequences	for	the	Healthcare	Provider,	the	patient	and	the	Medical	Scheme	be	if	not	
all the required information is on the claim form?   
[ 5 marks ]

Question 2

2.1 What is meant by the term ‘claims ratio’ or ‘loss ratio’ and how would you calculate it?  
[ 2 marks ]

2.2	 State	5	(five)	circumstances	where	the	medical	scheme	would	be	within	their	rights	not	to	pay	a	claim.	 
[ 5 marks ]

[10]

[15]
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2.3 What are ICD-10 codes and how do they assist the claims process?  

[ 3 marks ]

Question 3 - 30
3.1	 What	is	National	Health	Reference	Price	List	(NHRPL)	and	what	is	it	used	for?	 

[ 2 marks ]

3.2 Is a provider of a health care service entitled to charge more than the fees determined by medical 
schemes	/	the	tariff	specified	in	the	NHRPL?		How	will	that	impact	the	member?	 
[ 2 marks ]

3.3 If the Rules of the Scheme state that your qualifying claims will be reimbursed at “100% of Medical Aid 
Rate”, does this mean that the members Medical Specialists fees will be covered fully? Briefly explain 
your answer. 
[ 2 marks ]

3.4	 Calculate	how	much	the	medical	scheme	will	pay	for	a	CT	Scan	(Brain	Scan	with	contrast	only)	where	the	
Health	Care	Specialist	charges	300%	of	the	NHRPL	rate	which	is	R2575.90	and	the	member	is	covered	
for 100% by the Medical Scheme. What would the members co-payment be?  
[ 3 marks ]

3.5 What is regarded as a stale claim by your medical scheme? Analyse the International Travel claim form 
2018. Does the claim you are assessing qualify as a stale claim? Support your view.  
[ 10 marks ]

3.6 According to the Council of Medical Schemes Act, within how many days must the scheme inform the 
member and the health care provider of their decision to reject a claim?  
[ 1 marks ]

3.7	 Once	a	claim	has	been	received	by	the	medical	scheme	and	processed	for	payment,	a	member	state-
ment must be sent to the member.  Name 5 particulars that must be shown in the member statement.  
[ 5 marks ]

3.8 Name 5 consequences of capturing incorrect claims information when processing a claim?  
[ 5 marks ] [30]

[10]
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Section C  
[ 15 marks ]

Question 1 
1.1	 As	per	the	benefit	schedule,	under	The	International	Travel	Benefit,	members	are	eligible	to	access	

advanced medical care outside of South Africa for life-threatening and life-changing conditions. Mrs 
Makado	is	considering	going	to	the	United	Kingdom	(UK)	to	get	a	second	opinion	on	her	heart	problems.		
Considering the risk to Mrs Makado’s health that such a long-distance travel could have on her, as well 
as	the	big	financial	drain	on	your	company’s	profits	when	the	claims	are	submitted,	what	will	your	recom-
mendations be to the client to ensure that both of these risks are minimized?  
[ 6 marks ]

1.2 Summarise your decision on whether or not to honour the International Travel claim as per your assess-
ment above.  
[ 2 marks ]

1.3	 Explain	the	procedure	to	lodge	a	complaint	if	dissatisfied	with	a	decision	taken	by	the	Medical	Scheme?	 
[ 2 marks ] 

1.4 When may a medical scheme terminate or suspend a membership?  
[ 3 marks ]

1.5 What does “non-disclosure” mean and what are the consequences?  
[ 2 marks ] [15]


